Layout abstracts
A mandatory layout applies to abstracts:
- Use the Arial font, size 10 points, to submit the Word document.
- Title must be in bold and capital letters.
- The abstract may contain a maximum of 3000 characters, including spaces and without a figure or table. It
is possible to insert a figure
or table, then the abstract may contain a maximum of 2500 characters, excluding the title and the authors).
- Author names and affiliations must be entered as shown in the example below.
PROFILING OF RENAL …..
MH Jansen1, SH Pietersen2, J. de Vries3, MP Kuiper2, R. Lubbers3, GJ van Doorn4, H. van der Dorst1.
1Dept. of Pathology, University Medical Center Groningen, 2Dept of Cell Biology, University Medical Center
Groningen, 3Clin. Pharmacology, Charite Univ, Berlin, 4Dept of Nephrology, University Medical Center
Groningen
...then the content of the abstract in Word Arial 10.

The abstract must be provided in the English language and divided into the following sections:
- Title abstract (in bold and capital letters), authors and position authors, hospital and department
- Background
- Methods
- Results
- Conclusion
- Background:
Background to the research, reasons for researching the subject. Explanation of which theories and
previous knowledge underlie the research. Making new connections, discussions and contrasts. Hypothesis
and problem and objective of the research.
- Methods:
Explain exactly how the research was conducted. The scientist thus describes the precise steps of the
research. This includes information about test subjects, which equipment was used, where the study was
conducted and what the study looked like.
- Results:
The results are described. This is purely for statistical analysis. The author explains which statistical
method he used and what the results were.
- Conclusion:
It is therefore about interpreting the data and drawing conclusions. In addition, here is also the answer to
the problem statement.

